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ABSTRACT
We  present  Ambient  Gestures,  a  novel  gesture-based
system designed to support ubiquitous ‘in the environment’
interactions with everyday computing technology. Hand
gestures  and  audio  feedback  allow  users  to  control
computer applications without reliance on a graphical user
interface, and without having to switch from the context of
a non-computer task to the context of the computer. The
Ambient  Gestures  system  is  composed  of  a  vision
recognition software application, a set of gestures to be
processed by a scripting application and a navigation and
selection application that is controlled by the gestures. This
system allows us to explore gestures as the primary means
of  interaction  within  a  multimodal,  multimedia
environment.   In  this  paper  we  describe  the  Ambient
Gestures system, define the gestures and the interactions
that can be achieved in this environment and present a
formative  study  of  the  system.   We  conclude  with  a
discussion  of  our  findings  and  future  applications  of
Ambient Gestures in ubiquitous computing.
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INTRODUCTION
In  this  paper  we  present  Ambient  Gestures  (AG),  a
lightweight  system  that  combines  free  hand  gestures  in
one’s environment with audio feedback to enable control of
computer  applications  ‘in  the  environment’.  Standard
computing for the most part still requires users to go to a
computer’s  context  (physical  location)  to  operate  it.
Ambient  Gestures’  ‘in  the  environment’  interaction  is
designed  to  support  the  ubiquitous  computing  goal  of
“transparent” interactions in a multimodal environment [18,
33] enabling people to engage with a computer system,
more or less device-free, from theirs and not the computer’s
current context (Figure 1).
The  Ambient  Gestures  system  is  composed  of  a  vision
recognition software application, a set of gestures to be
processed by a scripting application and a navigation and
selection  application  that  is  controlled  by  the  gestures.
With Ambient Gestures, hand gestures ‘in the environment’
are  picked  up  by  the  vision  system  and  produce  audio
responses in the form of earcons, text-to-speech, and music
or spoken word audio as determined by the application
being  controlled.  The  audio  feedback  is  used  to  guide
navigation  and  selection  tasks  within  an  AG-aware
application.
Figure  1:  Ambient  Gestures  supports  ’in  the
environment’ system interaction so that users do not
have to change their current task context in order to
operate a computer application. Here, while washing up,
gestures to the camera (circled in red) control a music
browsing software application.
Gesturing in a non-visual interaction space has been shown
to be effective: Schmandt, Brewster and Pirhonen [9, 22,
25] have recently demonstrated that there are advantages to
interacting with a hand-held computer in mobile situations
using only finger and button based gestures with audio-only
feedback for both textual and music audio information.
Ambient  Gestures  extends  the  above  work  to  include
gestures that do not require physical contact with a device
in order to control and select information presentation.Figure 2:  A mapping of gesture research along four dimensions: X is gesture type Y is device type, colour is environment
and border is visual or non-visual interaction.
In the following sections we describe the Ambient Gestures
system  in  the  context  of  related  work.  We  describe  its
deployment  to  control  an  application  without  a  visual
interface, and we describe a formative user study that we
conducted  to  investigate  the  system.   We  close  with  a
discussion of the design issues for the AG approach and for
future research directions in this area.
RELATED WORK
As both Bolt’s [5] and Quek’s [23] work have shown, as
speech, audio and gesture based input methods become
more  integrated  into  everyday  computing  technology,
people  can  begin  to  use  more  natural  styles  of  human-
human  communication  within  human-computer
interactions.  As  gesture  is  one  type  of  natural
communication, much of this work has been undertaken
within  gesture-based  research.  Gesture  research  covers
work from data gloves for direct manipulation of objects in
virtual  environments  [21]  to  an  approach  like  Ambient
Gestures for semaphoric communication in physical reality
via  free-hand  interaction  at  a  distance  from  the  source
application.
In order to better see where Ambient Gestures is situated in
gesture  research,  we  propose  one  mapping  of  the  field
(Figure  2).  The  graph  shows  4  dimensions:  devices,
gesture-type, application type and environment. The Y-axis
represents devices: electronic, tethered input sources such
as data gloves, electronic untethered devices like PDA’s,
passive un-tethered devices, and finally, bare hands. The X-
axis represents gesture type: gesticulative (gestures that
accompany speech), deictic (pointing), semaphoric (flags or
signals) and  semiotic  (natural  language  signs)  gestures.
The colouring on the graph represents the environments in
which  the  user  interacts  with  the  specific  gesture  I/O:
virtual reality, what we have called “desktop reality” to
refer to gestures used to manipulate more traditional or
familiar  desktop  applications,  and  physical  ‘in  the
environment’ reality, where gestures are used for mobile or
other off the desktop, ubiquitous computing. The solid and
dashed borders around the objects on the graph indicate
whether the gesture work represented uses predominantly
visual  or  non-visual  output.  Non-visual  includes  audio,
haptic and tactile interfaces.
We describe in more detail below how Ambient Gestures is
situated within the graph. While the related work described
is  indicative  rather  than  exhaustive,  we  can  see  that
Ambient Gestures is in a relatively undeveloped area of
gesture  research.  We  hope  to  show,  however,  that  AG
represent a promising area for ubiquitous interaction.
Gesturing with Devices and Visual Interfaces
Virtual  Reality,  Tethered  Direct  Manipulation.   Hand
measurement devices such as the DataGlove and CyberGlove
have long been used as a means to implement gesture work,primarily  in  manipulative  gesture  interactions.  In  Virtual
Reality, the gloves allow complicated gestures of the hands
and fingers to be recognized.  For example, in Bolt’s work,
speech accompanies two-handed gestures using a DataGlove
to rotate and move virtual objects on a display.  Recent work
uses the DataGlove to map a users’ hand movements onto a
virtual hand in a virtual environment for direct manipulation
of objects [29].  The gloves, however, are both tethered to a
computer and are costly, making them impractical for either
casual or ‘in the environment’ interaction.
Desktop Reality, Tethered Navigation. Datagloves are also
used  in  sign  language  interpreters  and  as  a  means  of
controlling large screen displays [4, 12, 30]. On the smaller
scale, gesture based interactions for Web browsers such as
Opera and Mozilla have been implemented as mouse based
movements to provide an additional way to control browsing
and  navigation. They have been demonstrated to improve
efficiency for these tasks [16].
Desktop Reality in the Large: Passive, Un-tethered, Selection
and Manipulation.  The use of cameras as a means of tracking
movement allows gestures to be performed without the use of
electronic devices.   Vision Wand [11] presents a passive
device to control objects on a screen in 3D, using two web
cameras to capture the wand’s movements.  Passive devices
are lower in monetary cost for the user, and can provide a
flexible set of gestures that are also used to control objects on
the screen at a distance.   Distance, however, constrains the
interaction since the gestures must be performed within a
localized area to maintain calibration of the two cameras with
respect to the positioning of the wand.  This means that the
user must be positioned close to the screen and with minimal
variation  in  order  for  the  gestures  to  be  recognized  and
processed.
Physical Reality, Electronic, Un-tethered, Direct Manipulation.
Gestures with electronic devices, such as the XWand [34]
and gesturePen [31] use deictic gestures (pointing gestures)
within an ‘intelligent environment’ to indicate with which
device the user wants to interact.   The XWand requires the
user to point at the desired target, which is tracked by a
camera using buttons on the wand to indicate when a gesture
is being performed.  This system relies on audio feedback to
indicate to the user when a new device has successfully been
selected.   The gesturePen uses both infrared and wireless
technology in order to transfer data between two devices. For
example, the pen can be connected to a PDA, and the user
points the gesturePen at the device to which the data is to be
transferred.
Bare Hands, Device-Free Gestures
Desktop  Reality,  Bare  Handed,  Visual  Interface.   Bare
handed,  device  free  interaction  has  been  investigated  for
many  years  [5,  6,  13,  17,  23,  32],  but  success  has  been
limited in terms of creating a truly autonomous gesture based
interaction used for common applications. Von Harden for
instance, has explored using finger tracking and hand posture
as  input  for  a  digital  finger  painting  application  and  for
moving and controlling digital objects on a wall display [32].
Vision based tracking in this case, however, requires that the
user  physically  touch  or  maintain  close  contact  with  the
visual  display  while  the  camera  tracks  the  movements.
While this work is based on bare-handed interactions, the
nature of the work requires that the gestures be performed
within close contact of the visual display in order to maintain
visual  focus.  Alpern  and  Minardo’s  also  propose  deictic
gestures  for  secondary  interaction  with  in-car  visual
interfaces [1].  Although  minimal  attention  is  required  to
accurately gesture at the target displayed on the windshield,
the  system  has  not  been  implemented  yet  and  actual
interaction  with  this  level  of  gesture  is  still  under
development.  In Freeman’s work, “Television control by
hand gestures” [14], real-time computer vision techniques
allow the user to control from a distance sliders that are
overlaid on the television screen for controlling volume and
channel changes. Hand movement is tracked and mapped
onto the sliders.  While this work is performed at a distance
from the camera, it does require the user to focus on the
screen  while  performing  the  gestures  to  ensure  that  the
gestures are mapped to the sliders.
Physical Reality, Bare Handed, Eyes Free.  Gesture work that
is  both  bare  handed  and  eyes  free  includes  highly
complicated systems that are semiotic in nature including
sign language recognition [12]. Vision technology in this
field has matured enough to distinguish between hundreds of
complicated gestures, but is still primitive in its ability to
maintain the high levels of calibration so that cameras can
accurately  track  complex  finger  and  hand  movements.
Because of the lack of robustness in the vision technology,
users must perform the gestures while positioned very close
to the camera.   In addition, distinguishing between left and
right hands is also a complex problem in computer vision [8],
so that even state of the art technology uses coloured gloves
to discriminate between the two hands (use of colour is a
technique we have adopted in Ambient Gestures).  So while
the vision technology used for these tasks can be highly
accurate,  the  restricted  interaction  style  for  bare-handed
gestures  is  not  conducive  to  an  everyday,  ubiquitous
computing environment.
Gestures and Non-Visual, Audio Output interactions
While considerable work has been done in blending gestures
with visual interfaces, there has been less research in the use
of gestures with non-visual interfaces.  Non-visual interfaces
are frequently understood to mean tactile, haptic or audio-
based. Our focus has been primarily with audio as the main
output as part of a ubiquitous environment for two reasons:
universal usability and recent performance research. Work
with the visually impaired demonstrates that audio can serve
as an effective representation for both visual and conceptual
information  [2,  3,  15].   Likewise,  audio  generally  is  an
effective  approach  for  non-visual  interaction.  Pawes,
Bouwhuis and Eggen’s “Programming music with your eyesclosed” [20] compared the use of a haptic roller-ball input
device to navigate and control both an audio-haptic and a
visual-audio-haptic  interface  of  a  music  browsing  and
playlist  building  application.   They  found  that  the  cost
difference between having the visual display and not having
it is small in terms of task execution time.   Since we are
interested in ‘in the environment’ interaction where screens
may  not  be  conveniently  available  or  necessary,  these
findings give us confidence to pursue gesture-based, audio
interface interactions.
Electronic  Device  and  Audio  Interface.   Schmandt’s
Impromptu  project  foregrounds  what  we  mean  by audio
interaction [25]. Impromptu uses the spatial arrangement of
buttons on a handheld iPAQ computer to control an audio-
only  feedback  system.   This  work  presents  some  of  the
benefits  of  non-visual,  audio  only  feedback  in  mobile
computing scenarios where taking visual attention away from
the user in order to control a device is not practical or safe.
While the users are on the move, they can control Impromptu
using modified mappings of the buttons and the centre wheel
of the iPAQ while receiving audio feedback as output in the
form of audio icons or text to speech.
Gestures, Devices and Audio Interaction.   In more gesture-
oriented  work,  Brewster  [9]  presents  a  2D  gesture
recognition system that uses finger gestures on the touch
screen of the iPAQ for eyes-free interaction.  In this work the
problems  of  interacting  with  small  screen  displays  are
addressed through using non-visual, touch based gestures as
a means to control the mobile device.  Brewster addresses the
problems of orienting the gestures on the device by using a
3x3 grid overlaid on the screen as a method of conceptually
guiding the user with the gestures.  The key to this work is
the audio feedback that guides the user towards performing
the correct gestures through sounds and speech audio.   We
take advantage of Brewster’s findings in Ambient Gestures,
but  use  environment  oriented  rather  than  device-based
gestures.
AMBIENT GESTURES
The Ambient Gestures system leverages vision oriented
gesture recognition research, specifically for bare hand, free
style  semaphoric interactions. State of the art computer
vision technology, however, restricts the complexity and
robustness of the interactions that are currently possible and
practical in gesture detection by requiring that the user be
proximally attached to the device so that proper calibration
can be maintained in order to accurately track movements
and detect objects [5, 11, 17, 35]. This means that while it
is possible to detect skin tone for bare hands gestures, it
becomes  increasingly  difficult  to  do  so  at  a constantly
changing distance from the camera, and requires the use of
significant  processor  power  with  skin  tone  detection
algorithms  that  would  make  this  type  of  interaction
inaccessible for everyday use.
Figure 3: iGesture screenshot.   The screen on the top
left displays the visual input field, the two windows below
display  the  left  and  right  input  channels.   The  black
window  to  the  right  displays  the  visual  data  as  it  is
processed  and  the  box  on  the  far  right  lists  the
programmed gestures.
Ambient  Gestures  attempts  to  overcome  some  of  these
restrictions by letting users gesture with passive, brightly
coloured everyday objects, such as washing up gloves or
sticky-note pads (Figure 8), and by using simple gestures
that allow for robust interactions.  With strong colours, the
calibration of the vision recognition input is more robust
and does not require frequent recalibration due to light
changes  or  objects  changing  distance  from  the  camera.
There are several advantages to this approach over using a
more  complex  vision  recognition  algorithm  that  could
recognize skintone for example.   First, users can be well
away from the camera while performing the gestures, as
long as they remain within the field of vision.  Second, the
users’ gestures can be detected from any orientation in the
space  as  long  as  the  gestures  are  performed  facing  the
cameras.   In addition, the processing time and resources
required to run a more complex algorithm would further
slow down the system, and since we could develop such a
robust system using limited resources, we decided that this
would be a useful trade-off.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the system for everyday
computing, we have also designed the system to be capable
of running on standard, Web cam enabled computers. To
this end, the system was developed on a standard Apple
iMac computer with a G4 processor running the Mac OS X
operating  system,  using  OS  X  development  tools  and
AppleScript  to  process  the  gestures  into  commands  for
controlling  an  application.   The  choice  to  develop  the
system  on  the  Mac  was  motivated  by  the  rich  set  of
development tools that are available, which allowed us to
build the system quickly and focus our attention on the
interactions aspect of the system. The AppleScript scripting
language also let us quickly patch gesture input into any
application in the OSX environment.  The camera used for
watching the gestures was an Apple iSight.   The software
controlled by the gestures is the mSpace music navigation
software, a  java application that was  developed for  themSpace project [28] to support fine-grained, categorized
exploration of domains. The Ambient Gestures system was
deployed in several spaces including a kitchen (Figure 1),
one  of  the  researchers’  desks  (Figure  4),  and  a
demonstration  room  within  the  researchers’  university
(Figure 5).
Figure 4: Ambient Gesture (AG) system available for
interaction  at  the  desktop.  Inset  shows  position  of
standard web cam used in AG. Screen shows user
training the system (as per Figure 3).
iGesture
In order to process the gestures, we have developed a vision
recognition software package called ‘iGesture’ that takes
input from a single web camera and matches the real-time
visual  data  input  to  a  pre-programmed  set  of  gestures.
Since the gestures are based on simple hand movements, a
single camera is sufficient for processing the visual input
and greatly reduces the overhead cost in terms of design
complexity  and  resources  used  by  the  system.   Once  a
gesture is successfully recognized, the iGesture sends a call
to the corresponding Applescript code that executes the
specified command.  The output for the system consists of
the  appropriate  audio  or  text-to-speech  sounds  for  the
interaction as determined by the application and context of
the command.   For example, choosing to explore the next
category will produce an earcon [10] to indicate that the
command has been recognized; text-to-speech repeats the
recognized command to the user and a preview cue, audio
playback of a music selection in that category.
The implementation of the iGesture software consists of a
simple algorithm that extracts motion data in four directions
(up, down, left, right) from the video.   The software then
models  this  data  as  a  first-order  Markov  Process  by
estimating  the  probabilities  of  state  transition  (e.g.  the
probability  of  the  motion  changing  from  ‘up’  to  ‘left’
between  time  t  and  t+1)  and  storing  them  in  a  state-
transition matrix.   A training set of data is used to record
each  gesture  that  is  stored  in  a  matrix  and  used  for
comparing the real-time gestures with the stored matrices of
the trained gestures.   Gestures can be recognized through
two  separate  vision  channels,  which  can  be  processed
independently or in combination to form a larger set of
gestures.   Using a single web camera, we set the left and
right visual input channels to recognize different colours
rather than skin tone in order to minimize the CPU usage
which gives us a faster system.   In addition, the use of
different colours as input to the two channels creates a
larger set of gestures since distinguishing left and right
hands with the iGesture is something to be investigated in
future work. iGesture processes the input video stream at a
resolution of 320x240 pixels and processes the video at a
rate  of  about  15  frames  per  second  on  a  1Ghz  single
processor system.
Because  iGesture  is  capable  of  processing  each  channel
separately or in combination, we are able to have a large set
of gestures with which to control the system.  The initial set
of gestures consists of five gestures for each hand, with three
positions of two-handed gestures that can be recognized:
both hands aligned horizontally or with one hand above or
below the other.  This gives us a total set of 3 x 5
2 +
 10 = 85
gestures for our initial interaction.
Figure  5:  Ambient  Gestures  used  to  control  audio
application as a background activity during a meeting in
the Demo Room. A note pad is being used to control the
system.  Inset  shows  Web  cam  (circled)  mounted  on
partition, used to detect gestures.
Gesture Capture
The gestures themselves consist of simple single-handed
movements along the x and y axes in a two dimensional
plane.   The  gestures  are  easily  recognized  by  iGesture
either up close or at a distance from the camera, depending
on user preferences and the actual visual field of the camera
deployed in the system.  The only constraint on the user is
that  the  gestures  must  be  performed  in  a  consistent
orientation in order to be recognized by the system.   The
gestures that are used for the interactions must initially be
trained once with the iGesture software.   This involves
using the iGesture GUI  (Figure 3) to select the visual target
that is to be used for each of the input channels to the
system.  Once the channels have been adjusted to pick uphue and saturation of the colour of the gesturing objects,
each gesture is then performed in front of the camera as a
training  set.   This  data  is  stored  and  used  to  form  the
matrices that will form the set of gestures against which the
real-time input will be compared. The system currently
handles two channels; it can easily be modified to handle
more, but this is reserved for future work.
The Application
The application that is controlled by the gestures is a version
of  the  mSpace  music  browsing  and  navigation  software.
Figure 6 shows the graphical version of the interface.
Figure  6:  Visual  interface  for  the  mSpace  software,
showing the current path through the available nodes of a
hierarchy  for  classical  music.  The  lower  pane  shows
where one piece has been added to the playlist.
There are two advantages of this application for Ambient
Gestures  over  standard  mp3  desktop  software.  First,  the
mSpace  browser  allows  music  to  be  categorized  in  finer
grains than the id3 genre tags associated with mp3 files.  So
rather than only “classical” or “pop” or “world”, one can
explore a genre in more detail, hierarchically. One hierarchy
may be Periods | Composers | Styles | Arrangements | Pieces.
Second, the application supports preview cues [27]: brushing
over attributes in a category of a genre causes a piece from
within that category to be played.  In this way, users can get a
taste of  an area  of  a  category  in  a  domain  in  order  to
determine whether they are interested in exploring that part
of the domain further.   After previewing an area within a
category (Romantic Period in the classical music genre for
instance), the user can select the area. Selection causes the
next level of the tree associated with it to be expanded. In the
above hierarchy, selecting Romantic would cause the set of
Romantic  Composers  to  become  available.   With  the
previewing and selection actions, users can explore the range
of the domain by moving through the nodes of the hierarchy.
At any point in an exploration a user can also choose to add
the currently previewed piece to a playlist. At the Piece level
– the final level of the hierarchy – users can also simply add
the listed piece itself since these attributes are unary and the
only preview cue associated with them is the piece itself.
The Gestures
Our gesture-lexicon has been designed to provide the user
with intuitive gestures to control both the navigation of the
data within the application and other system functions such
as volume, playback, advance and rewind. There are five
distinct gestures that are currently recognized by iGesture;
clockwise  and  counter-clockwise  circular  movements,  an
up/down gesture and a sideways gesture.  We use the same
set of gestures for each channel, and create combinations of
the same gestures for the two handed gestures.   The single
left channel gestures control navigation and selection within
the  music  collection,  while  the  right  hand  controls  the
playlist functions such as browsing, adding and deleting from
the playlist.   To step up and down through the attributes
listed in a category, we mapped up and down gestures. To
select  an  attribute  in  a  category  and  expand  the  next
associated level of the hierarchy we used a static gesture: the
object held still in the camera’s field of vision. To move into
a newly selected node or navigate back and forth through a
fully  expanded  path  of  a  tree,  we  used  clockwise  and
counter-clockwise gestures to move forwards and backwards
through  levels  of  the  hierarchy.  The  gestures  can  be
performed either wearing alternate coloured gloves, holding
alternately coloured bits of paper, or any other objects with
distinct colours (Figure 8)
.
Figure 7: The above images are used to represent the
gestures that can be recognized using the left and right
channels.   Each gesture is mapped onto a command for
the software providing Ambient Gestures with 85 gestures
that the iGesture can recognize.
Audio Feedback
The gestures allow the user to navigate through the domain
space hierarchically. Similar to Pauws et al’s and Brewster’s
work, we use audio feedback to guide the exploration of an
information space.  Distinct earcons are used to indicate that
one  has  either  moved  forward  to  the  next  level  of  the
hierarchy or backward to a previous level. Text-to-speech
audio is used to read out the label of both the category of the
tree one has moved to, and the currently indicated attribute in
a category. Musical preview cues are used to provide audio
information about the category the label represents. Text-to-
speech label reading and preview cues are played each time a
user switches labels. In addition, another distinct earcon andtext-to-speech are used to inform the user when they reached
the end of a category or tree.
Figure 8: Gestures can readily be recognized by using any
pair of distinctly coloured objects, as shown above. The
use of toys to control an application (lower pane) raises
the  possibility  of  Ambient  Gestures  as  a  child-friendly
technique.
Rather than using electronic devices for input, which tether
one to either a specific computer or specific device, we use
the above described ‘in the environment’ gestures. In its
combination of free-style, ‘in the environment’ gestures, and
audio  feedback,  the  Ambient  Gestures  system  extends
current  work  in  gesture-based,  non-visual  interactions  to
provide  an  additional  approach  for  (relatively  low  cost)
ubiquitous computing interaction.
USER STUDY
The focus of the Ambient Gesture work in particular is to
improve  support  for  users  in  physical,  non-desktop
environments,  such  that  users  can  manipulate  ubiquitous
applications from their current context in the environment,
rather than having to physically go to a computer to manage
a machine. For instance, a person may be washing dishes
while  listening  to  music  and  want  to  change  the  current
selection without having to interrupt their task by taking off
the gloves, drying their hands and going to the computer
audio collection to navigate for something new. Ambient
gestures may be far simpler for navigating to the desired
track (a secondary task) with little interruption to one’s work
(the  primary  task).   Alternately,  one  may  be  already
comfortably ensconced in a favourite chair and want to move
through the same information space; gestures in space may
be more convenient than finding a remote, offer a richer
palette of interactions than a remote, and provide a means to
focus less on the device and more on the context of interest.
In order to investigate how best Ambient Gestures could be
used as such a lightweight interaction, we both used the
system ourselves in both our personal desktop and group
meeting  environments,  and  we  presented  the  system  to
several participants for an informal study that included a talk-
aloud exploration  and  an  assessment  of  performance  on
specific  tasks  by  the  user.   We  describe  the  study  with
participants first. For each user, the camera was positioned so
that they could move around a large area of the room and
gesture while seated or standing.  The camera was adjusted
for each user to take into consideration their height and range
of arm movements and readjusted for any lighting changes
that may have occurred.
Participant  Study.  We brought seven people, one at a time
into a demonstration room at the University in which the
system was set up, and asked them each to engage in a think-
aloud exercise while they used the system.  The users were
given instructions on how to control the software with the
gestures.   A poster was provided with a graphic list of the
gestures and their functional mappings, as shown in Figure 7.
For this preliminary study, we concentrated on single-handed
gestures per single channel.  One channel or coloured object
represented  all  the  navigation  controls,  and  the  second
channel object represented gestures used for adding to and
deleting from the playlist.   Each user was given up to 10
minutes to practice using the system before beginning the
tasks.  Once the evaluations began, the users were instructed
to maintain a think-aloud conversation with the examiners
for the duration of the investigation, which lasted 30 minutes
and consisted of roughly five to ten song changes.
For the study, participants were trained in using the gestures
to control the audio system. They were then given two tasks:
an exploration task and a location task. For the exploration
task, they were asked to explore the space and add to a
playlist any three tracks they may wish to listen to later.
These tracks could be from anywhere in the domain space.
For the location tasks, participants were asked to locate three
specific  tracks  from  specific  categories  to  add  to  their
playlist.  The user was instructed to locate specific entries in
specific categories in the domain, and then to add a piece to
their playlist from that category. For instance, a participant
would be asked to find from the Classic period a Beethoven
concerto for violin.  These specific requests ensured that the
participant moved through multiple levels of the hierarchy.
Personal  Use  Study. For  the  personal  at  one’s  desk
interactions, we used the software over a two week period to
control music selections as a secondary task while working.
In the group context, we used the system to control music
selections before, and sometimes during meetings.OBSERVATIONS
Participant  Study. Each  of  the  participants  was  able  to
complete all of the evaluation tasks and all gave positive
feedback about their interaction with the system.  Most of the
users said they were impressed with the ease in which they
could control the system once they got going, and with how
effective and simple the gesture set was.
Initially, during the training sessions of the evaluations, the
users appeared sceptical about the interaction.   Two users
asked why we didn’t just use a remote control, and another
suggested using devices with sensors to detect movement
rather than using free hand gestures.   Once they became
familiar with the system, however, their appreciation of the
system increased.  For the duration of the evaluations, the
users  seemed  to  enjoy  themselves,  moving  around  the
room,  performing  gestures  while  maintaining  a
conversation about their interaction.   During the second
task, which involved locating specific categories of music
in the domain, the users spoke less, as they were paying
attention to the feedback from the system and trying to
locate items for the task.   Several users became impatient
while waiting for the audio feedback to tell them where
they were in the system, and with having to gesture through
each label one at a time when they knew where they wanted
to go.
There  were  some  system  level  issues  that  need  to  be
improved, such as the length of time it took for the actions to
be completed after the gestures were recognized, as well as
some problems with gestures occasionally being incorrectly
recognized.   But in spite of the delay in song changes, the
immediate audio feedback that indicated when a gesture was
recognized was extremely useful in conveying the state of the
system to the user.  Some users thought that an undo gesture
would be helpful however such a gesture was not requested
in the visual version of the application: Users simply change
a selection to change the current action. Interestingly while
the notion of an “undo” was voiced at the early stages of the
think-aloud, as the participants became more familiar with
the actions that the gestures corresponded to, they readily
became  more  comfortable  with  moving  around  the
information and navigating back or up from an unintended
selection.
Personal  Use  Study.  Using  gestures  to  control  music
software at one’s desk allowed music to be controlled as a
background task, while focusing on other application tasks in
the foreground. It was somewhat surprising to find this dual
mode of interacting with a desktop environment effective.
We again see in this case the need for richer gestures to keep
tasks like selecting playlists or navigating directly to specific
areas of a domain readily accessible.
In the group use, the most effective use of gestures seemed to
be more of functional controls (turning up or down volume,
skipping through tracks) than of navigation. This may be the
result of the context: navigation tasks may have seemed more
anti-social than simply changing the volume of a song. We
will be looking at these group interactions further.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The success of our initial prototype and study has given us
confidence  to  view  ‘in  the  environment’  gestures  as  a
promising space for further study. While we have adapted a
visual music application for non-visual interaction, it is worth
considering  what  the  design  affordances  of  strictly
gesture/audio  applications  may  be.  Likewise,  we  have
focused on offering a single audio audio cue per gesture
through the music application’s space. It would be interesting
to  consider  a  version  of  Schmandt’s  multi-layered  audio
“braids” being manipulated not by head gestures as in the
initial  Audio  Hallway  work  [24] but through  ‘in  the
environment’ gestures. With gestures, a more conductor-like
interaction may be possible for bringing up and down, in and
out, multiple strands of audio [7].
While we have focused on an audio-only interface with
gestures, there are contexts in which gestures for visual
display-based interaction seems a potentially effective way
to support interaction with public or semi-public displays in
particular. At our university, we have a variety of screens,
including large plasma and touch screens, set up in our
environment mainly as signage displays, with revolving
news and information about local events. Some community
members have already complained that there is no way to
stop the large plasma display or move back or forward
through its information pages. While in some situations, it
may not be desirable to support public control of a display,
in others it would be. Ambient Gestures may provide an
effective  mechanism  to  support  such  lightweight
navigation. Ambient Gestures in public, loud spaces would
also have advantages over voice-based interaction, though
they may indeed act as a complement to voice recognition
controls such as those described in [19]. We are looking at
such a combination in the ubiquitous computing or “smart”
science lab [26], where gestures and or voice can initiate
processes and the recording of processes. Such interaction
frees the scientist from having to leave a work area in one
part  of  the  lab  to  start  a  process  in  another.  Ambient
Gestures are also potentially effective in such areas where
there is either limited space for a visual display to be set up
or it is not safe to have one.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a novel, low cost deployment
of a near device-less, gesture-based, ‘in the environment’
interaction system for ubiquitous computing interaction. Our
use of passive, everyday objects to support casual ubiquitous
application interaction is a contribution to gesture work in
semaphoric,  non-visual-based  interaction.  By  building  a
lightweight system that relies only on standard computing
technology, we have demonstrated that ubiquitous gestures
can be readily supported in the environment:   the use ofApplescript – standard desktop scripting software – and a
standard  web  cam  combined  with  our  robust  gesture
recognition software, iGesture, has shown how lightweight
‘in the environment’ interactions can be readily integrated to
control applications via ‘in the environment’ gestures with
everyday,  passive  devices  for  multimodal,  ubiquitous  in-
context interaction.   We have suggested that the ability to
interact with a multimodal non-GUI based system may be a
practical  solution  to  support  computer  task  interaction
without having to take the user away from their primary
attention tasks.
Since there is an extensive set of gestures that have not yet
been used for this preliminary work, we expect to begin
investigating the addition of expert gesture sets to refine
navigation.  While our gesture system has been implemented
to take advantage of everyday objects for gesture recognition,
as a next step in this research, we are refining a robust skin-
tone  recognition  algorithm  in  the  iGesture  software  to
enhance the system to support barehanded interaction. We
will be deploying the system in a longitudinal study in both
domestic and work environments to further investigate both
the practicalities and effects of in the environment gestures
for ubiquitous computing.
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